
Celebrating Iraq receiving the presidency of the Federation of Arab
Journalists : Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim calls the Iraqi press to uplift its

national and Arab roles

 A celebration was held in the office of Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, head of the Islamic Supreme

Council of Iraq for Iraq’s presidency of the Arab Journalists Union Saturday, 06.04.2016.

\r\n

His Eminence indicated amongst a gathering of Iraqi journalists headed by chief of journalists

Mr. Mu’ayad Al-Lami, that Iraqi press has to promote and uplift national and Arab roles,

calling journalists to focus on the positives and leave an Iraqi impression in the Arab and

international satellite channels in which they work, noting that terrorism imminent danger

threatens everyone and for this sense Iraq has the support of the world.

\r\n

his Eminence indicated that Iraq is facing terrorism by itself and had proved to them that

their strength is in their unity, stressing that the Iraqi has the right to adduce his

martyrdom in the entire soil of Iraq and it is not entitled to anyone to determine where to

offer their sacrifices, calling for making the battle of Fallujah a national wide battle.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim indicated that Iraq alone, without the world support on ground is facing

terrorism in the field without the assistance of anyone, calling to minimize the focus on

mistakes and maximize focusing on pros, considering the battle of Fallujah one of the most

organized liberation battles on all levels, stressing to exlude the security establishments

from political bids and disputes.

\r\n

his Eminence talked also about the unbiased political bloc, indicating that it is processed

from learning the facts of the phase and the changes at the national, regional and

international level, pointing to the equation that had formed the political blocs in 2005 is no

longer serviceable to Iraq in 2016, stating it achieves partaking in government and partnership

in decision-making through the Board of Policies which will be formed from, pointing out that

the bloc (the unbiased bloc) is still in the phase of coordination and hoping to turn into a

political front and then to a political bloc.


